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> Artists

Andy Herbert (UK): July
Aug (Australia): April
Filth (USA): January
H7 (Finland): September
Luciano Ayres (Brazil): August
Misfit (USA): December
mypalGOO (Switzerland): June
nail (Germany): Cover, October
Smooth (USA): May
TCF (USA): February
UnGenannt (USA): November
Whazzit (Canada): March

> Project Coordinator

Nail

About Blocktronics

Founded in 2008, we’re an award-winning network of 70+ independent artists from 12 different countries, who share the same passion and still create so-called ANSI art, a digital art form that was widely used by dial-up BBS computer systems before the dawn of the internet age.

Artwork of our members is periodically released in ANSI art packs and, occasionally, created for projects like this calendar.

There have also been exhibitions in galleries in Germany and China.